
Module: social skills;   Section: recognition of social situations 

 

Social scene 

 

 

Time frame: ~ 15 minutes  

 

Location: indoors  

 

Participants:  1-100 

 

 

Material:  

- copies of figure or beamer and powerpoint presentation  

 

 

Procedure:  

A) Presentation with beamer: 

- Participants sit before a screen; powerpoint presentation is presented with help of a 

beamer; 

- Participants could be asked first what different persons in the scene might think or 

communicate 

- Different persons in the scene express their feelings and thoughts (sentences are 

spoken loudly by the trainers) 

- Discussion is started on the scene with the participants 

 

B) Exercise with sheets 

- Participants are asked what different persons in the scene might think or 

communicate 

- Trainers can offer some thoughts and sentences by speaking it loudly 

- Discussion is started on the scene with the participants 

 

Variation: After discussing on the picture, the participants could do a role play, act this 

scene and check their own feelings and thoughts in the situation depending on different 

roles. 

 

 

Goal / purpose:  

- participants should recognise aspects of a all-day social scene 

- participants should change perspective and take position of different persons in the 

scene; thus they can feel different perspectives or interests of the persons  

-  

 

Questions for discussion:  

- imagine being the biker: what are your feelings about this situation? 

- imagine being the car driver: what are your feelings about this situation? 

 



- why is the situation seen that different from this two men? 

 

Source: Pro-Skills 2012 

 

 

 

People’s thoughts and communication in the scene: 

  

- Biker who had accident: “Please help me!! It hurts so much!“ 

- Senior ambulance man: “Don‘t worry, It‘s only an open fracture of your leg!” 

- Old lady: “Did somebody inform his family?“ 

- Man at the bar drinking beer: “That’s the results of driving with a bike and living 

healthy, hahaha…” 

- Scooter driver: “Damn accident!! I have to hurry, the film in the cinema starts in five 

minutes!”  

- Biker: “Where is the asshole which crashed in my bike?!?“ 

- Car driver: “Sorry honey, it will become a little later, something slowed me down!”  

- Man at the window: “What luck! Finally something happens in my quiet street!” 

- Junior ambulance man: “Hopefully I don‘t make a mistake, it‘s my first emergency 

operation…” 

 

 



 

 


